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Neutral meson mixing
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SuperB, Cabibbo Laboratory, Frascati A. Lenz, Dez. 11th 2011 - p. 22

CKM−: Mixing III

Time evolution of a decaying particle: B(t) = exp [−imBt− ΓB/2t]
can be written as
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BUT: In the neutral B-system transitions like Bd,s → B̄d,s are possible due to
weak interaction: Box diagrams
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⇒ off-diagonal elements in M̂, Γ̂: M12, Γ12 (complex)
Diagonalization of M̂, Γ̂ gives the physical eigenstates BH and BL with the
massesMH , ML and the decay rates ΓH , ΓL

CP-odd: BH := p B + q B̄ , CP-even: BL := p B − q B̄ with |p|2 + |q|2 = 1

• Neutral mesons couple to their anti-particle through weak interaction.

⇧ B0
d,s $ B0

d,s; D
0 $ D0; K0 $ K0

• Schrödinger equation with e↵ective Hamiltonian:
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• Measurements of various aspects of mixing test the theory of weak
interaction.

⇧ Mixing rate, decay rate di↵erence,
CP violation

• New physics in the loops could alter these observables.
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CP violation in mixing
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• The eigenstates

|BL/Hi =
1

p
p2 + q2

(p|B0i± q|B0i)

• Mixing probability (and decay to a flavor-specific state |fi)
P(B0 ! B0 ! ¯f)(t) / |q/p|2[cosh(��t/2)� cos(�mt)]

P(B0 ! B0 ! f)(t) / |p/q|2[cosh(��t/2)� cos(�mt)]

• CP (or T ) asymmetry
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Current experimental results
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(2.3± 2.6)⇥ 10�3

HFAG 2014 2-dim. fit (including DØµµ)

Experiment Method Data Ad
sl (10�3)

BABAR dilepton 232⇥ 106 BB +1.6± 5.4± 3.8
BABAR D⇤`⌫ 470⇥ 106 BB +0.6± 1.7+3.8

�3.2

Belle dilepton 78 fb

�1 �1.1± 7.9± 8.5
DØ D(⇤)�µX 10.4 fb

�1 +6.8± 4.5± 1.4
DØ dimuon 10.4 fb

�1 �6.2± 4.3
DØ combined fit 10.4 fb

�1 �0.9± 2.9

HFAG 2014 2-dim fit:
ACP (B0) = (�0.9± 2.1)⇥ 10�3

ACP (B0
s ) = (�7.7± 4.2)⇥ 10�3
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Experiment
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�z = �⇥c�t

e+e-

Υ(4S)

B1

B2βγ ~ 0.56 (BABAR)

h�zi ⇠ 250µm

final state 1

final state 2B of opposite 
flavor starts

b c s

`�

B̄0 K�

• In B factories, ⌥ (4S) are produced and decay to a pair of B mesons

in a coherent L = 1 anti-symmetric state

|ii =
1
p
2
[B0(t1)B

0(t2)�B0(t1)B
0(t2)]

• Look for two flavor-specific final states; one would tag the initial state

of the other B.
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BABAR data set and detector
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total ~530 fb-1

~470 M BB pairs

Υ(4S)The�BABAR detector�at�PEP�II

NIM�A479,�1�(2002)

CIPANP�May�28�June�3,�2012 Direct�Measurement�of�Time�reversal�Violation��� Cowan 8

O
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Inclusive dilepton
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Study of CP asymmetry in B0
-B0

mixing with inclusive dilepton events1

The BABAR Collaboration2

DILEPTON EVENT YIELDS3

The probability of a neutral B pair producing a same-sign or opposite-sign dilepton pair through two semileptonic4

B decays is5

P±±(�t) / e��|�t||q/p|⌥2[cosh(���t/2)� cos(�m�t)] (1)

P±⌥(�t) / e��|�t|[cosh(���t/2) + cos(�m�t)]. (2)

The asymmetry of the same-sign event6

ACP =
P(�t)++ � P(�t)��

P(�t)++ + P(�t)�� =
|p/q|2 � |q/p|2

|p/q|2 + |q/p|2 . (3)

At the limit of ACP ⌧ 1, we have |q/p|⌥2 = (1 ± ACP ). Integrating over �t, we have P±± / (1 ± ACP )�d and7

P±⌥ / (1 � �d), where �d is the integrated mixing probability. Next, we consider the charge asymmetry of the8

reconstruction e�ciency a`j = (✏+`j � ✏�`j )/(✏
+

`j
+ ✏�`j ) for lepton `j . For each lepton, a factor of (1 ± a`j ) is included,9

depending on its charge. Since we do not separate charged B and neutral B, and B+B� events do not mix and10

always produce opposite-sign lepton pairs, we add a term rB to P±⌥, where rB is the ratio of B+B� to B0B0 events.11

Therefore, we can write12

P±± / (1± a`1 ± a`2 ±ACP )�d, (4)

P±⌥ / (1± a`1 ⌥ a`2)(1� �d + rB), (5)

where we have used a`j ⌧ 1.13

We then sum over all BB events and let N0

`1`2
be the total time-integrated B0B0 dilepton signal yield for one of14

the four lepton flavor combinations `
1

`
2

2 {ee, eµ, µe, µµ}. we obtain the dilepton signal event yields15

N±±
`1`2

=
1

2
N0

`1`2(1± a`1 ± a`2 ±ACP )�
`1`2
d , (6)

N±⌥
`1`2

=
1

2
N0

`1`2(1± a`1 ⌥ a`2)(1� �`1`2
d + rB), (7)

where �`1`2
d is the e↵ective mixing probability after considering the slight di↵erence between the same-sign and the16

opposite-sign event selection e�ciencies. We also change the interpretation of a`j from the change asymmetry of17

individual `j to the average charge asymmetry of `j over its momentum spectrum.18

The measured events in data contains background, M±±
`1`2

= N±±
`1`2

/f±±
`1`2

, where f = NS/(NS + NB) is the signal19

fraction. We estimate the signal NS and the background NB from the simulation. However, if ACP is non-zero in20

data, NS and NB will be incorrect since the simulation assumes ACP = 0. So the same-sign signal yield should be21

parameterized as N±±
S;`1`2

(1±ACP ). For the same-sign background, some events have the lepton pair charge consistent22

with begin from a mixed B0B0 or B0B0 pari decay, for example, B0 ! `+X and the other B0 ! D+D� with23

D+ ! `+Y . Some have a pair of the wrong charge, for example, both B0 ! D0⇡+ with D0 ! `�X. Therefore, the24

background same-sign event yield can be parameterized as N±±
B;`1`2

(1± �`1`2ACP ), where �`1`2 is a dilution factor.25

Using these parameterizations, and letting the background-to-signal ratio under the condition ACP = 0 be R±±
`1`2

=26

N±±
B;`1`2

/N±±
S;`1`2

, we can express the same-sign event yield as27
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b c s

`�

B̄0 K�

Mixing probability

Time-integrated probability
P±± / (1±ACP )�d

P±⌥ / (1� �d)

• Use the charge of the lepton from B semileptonic decays to identify

the flavor of the B meson at the time of its decay.

• If both lepton have the same charge, mixing occurs:

⇧ `+`+: B0 ! B0
occurs

⇧ `�`�: B0 ! B0
occurs

⇧ `+`�: no mixing
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Earlier BABAR result using 
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ACP = (0.6± 1.7+3.8
�3.2)⇥ 10�3

B0 ! D⇤`⌫

To describe the !t distributions for KR events, GKR
ð!tÞ,

we select a subsample of data containing fewer than 5%KT

decays and use background-subtracted histograms in our
likelihood functions. As an alternative, we apply the same
selection to the simulation and correct the simulated !t
distribution by the ratio of histograms from data and simu-
lation. The cos!‘K shapes are obtained from the histograms
of the simulated distributions for B "B events. The !t dis-
tribution of continuum events is represented by a decaying
exponential convolved with Gaussians parametrized by
fitting simultaneously the off-peak data.

The rate of events in each bin (j) and for each tagged
sample is then expressed as the sum of the predicted
contributions from peaking events, B "B combinatorial,
and continuum background. Accounting for mistags and
KR events, the peaking B0 contributions to the same-sign
samples are

G‘þKþðjÞ ¼ ð1þAr‘Þð1þAKÞfð1% fþþ
KR

Þ
& ½ð1%!þÞGB0B0ðjÞ þ!%GB0 "B0ðjÞ(
þ fþþ

KR
ð1%!0þÞGKR

ðjÞð1þ "dA‘‘Þg;
G‘%K%ðjÞ ¼ ð1%Ar‘Þð1%AKÞfð1% f%%

KR
Þ

& ½ð1%!%ÞG "B0 "B0ðjÞ þ!þG "B0B0ðjÞ(
þ f%%

KR
ð1%!0%ÞGKR

ðjÞð1% "dA‘‘Þg;

where the reconstruction asymmetries have separate values
for the e and # samples. We allow for different mistag
probabilities for KT (!)) and KR (!0)). The parameters
f))
KR

ðpkÞ describe the fractions of KR tags in each sample

as a function of the kaon momentum.

A total of 168 parameters are determined in the fit. By
analyzing simulated events as data, we observe that the fit
reproduces the generated values of 1% jq=pj (zero) and of
the other most significant parameters (Ar‘, AK, !md,
and $B0). We then produce samples of simulated events
with !CP ¼ )0:005, )0:010, )0:025 and Ar‘ or AK in
the range of )10%, by removing events. A total of 67
different simulated event samples are used to check for
biases. In each case, the input values are correctly deter-
mined, and an unbiased value of jq=pj is always obtained.
The fit to the data yields !CP ¼ ð0:29) 0:84þ1:88

%1:61Þ &
10%3, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the
second systematic. The values of the detector charge
asymmetries are Ar;e ¼ ð3:0) 0:4Þ & 10%3, Ar;# ¼
ð3:1) 0:5Þ & 10%3, and AK ¼ ð13:7) 0:3Þ & 10%3. The
frequency of the oscillation !md ¼ 508:5) 0:9 ns%1 is
consistent with the world average, while $B0 ¼ 1:553)
0:002 ps is somewhat larger than the world average, which
we account for in the systematic uncertainties. Figure 2
shows the fit projection for !t.
The systematic uncertainty is computed as the sum in

quadrature of several contributions, described below and
summarized in Table I.
Peaking sample composition.—We vary the sample

composition by the statistical uncertainty of the M2
% fit,

the fraction of B0 to Bþ in the D** peaking sample in the
range 50) 25% to account for possible violation of iso-
spin symmetry, the fraction of the peaking contributions

FIG. 2 (color online). Distribution of !t for the continuum-
subtracted data (points with error bars) and fitted contributions
from KR (dark) and KT (light), for (a) ‘þKþ events, (b) ‘%K%

events, (c) ‘%Kþ events, (d) ‘þK% events, (e) raw asymmetry
between ‘þKþ and ‘%K% events.

FIG. 1 (color online). M2
% distribution for selected events. The

data are represented by the points with error bars. The fitted
contributions from "B0 ! D*þ‘% "%‘, other peaking background,
D** events, B "B combinatorial background, and rescaled off-peak
events are overlaid.

PRL 111, 101802 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

6 SEPTEMBER 2013

101802-6

B0 ! D!"X‘þ! events with a partial reconstruction of the
D!" ! "" !D0 decay [7]. The observed asymmetry
between the number of events with an ‘þ versus an ‘" is

A‘ $ Ar‘ þACP#d; (1)

where #d ¼ 0:1862& 0:0023 [8] is the integrated mixing
probability for B0 mesons andAr‘ is the detector-induced
charge asymmetry in the BR reconstruction.

We identify (‘‘tag’’) the flavor of the other B0 meson
(labeled BT) using events with a charged kaon (KT). An
event with a Kþ (K") usually arises from a state that
decays as a B0 ( !B0) meson. When mixing occurs, the ‘
and KT have the same electric charge. The observed asym-
metry in the rate of mixed events is

AT ¼ Nð‘þKþ
T Þ " Nð‘"K"

T Þ
Nð‘þKþ

T Þ þ Nð‘"K"
T Þ

$ Ar‘ þAK þACP;

(2)

where AK is the detector charge asymmetry in kaon
reconstruction. A kaon with the same charge as the ‘might
also arise from the Cabibbo-favored decays of the D0

meson produced with the lepton from the partially recon-
structed side (KR). The asymmetry observed for these
events is

AR ¼ Nð‘þKþ
R Þ " Nð‘"K"

R Þ
Nð‘þKþ

R Þ þ Nð‘"K"
R Þ

$ Ar‘ þAK þACP#d:

(3)

Equations (1)–(3) can be used to extract ACP and the
detector-induced asymmetries (Ar‘ and AK).

A detailed description of the BABAR detector is pro-
vided elsewhere [9]. We use a sample with an integrated
luminosity of 425:7 fb"1 [10] collected on the peak of the
"ð4SÞ resonance. A 45 fb"1 sample collected 40 MeV
below the resonance (‘‘off peak’’) is used for background
studies. We also use a simulated sample of B !B events [11]
with an integrated luminosity equivalent to approximately
3 times the data.

We preselect a sample of hadronic events requiring the
number of charged particles to be at least four. We reduce
non-B !B (continuum) background by requiring the ratio of
the second to the zeroth order Fox-Wolfram moments [12]
to be less than 0.6.

We select the BR sample by searching for combinations
of a charged lepton (in the momentum range 1:4<p‘ <
2:3 GeV=c) and a low momentum pion ""

s (60<p""
s
<

190 MeV=c), which is taken to arise from D!" ! !D0""
s

decay. Here and elsewhere momenta are calculated in the
center-of-mass frame. The ‘þ and the ""

s must have
opposite electric charge. Their tracks must be consistent
with originating from a common vertex, which is con-
strained to the beam collision point in the plane transverse
to the beam axis. Finally, we combine p‘, p""

s
, and the

probability of the vertex fit in a likelihood ratio variable ($)

optimized to reject combinatorial B !B events. If more than
one candidate is found in the event, we choose the one with
the largest value of $.
We determine the square of the unobserved neutrino

mass as

M 2
! ¼ ðEbeam " ED! " E‘Þ2 " ðpD! þ p‘Þ2;

where we neglect the momentum of the B0 (pB $
340 MeV=c) and identify the B0 energy with the beam
energy Ebeam in the eþe" center-of-mass frame; E‘ and
p‘ are the energy andmomentumof the lepton andpD! is the
estimated momentum of the D!. As a consequence of
limited phase space in the D!þ decay, the soft pion is
emitted nearly at rest in the D!þ rest frame. The D!þ

four-momentum can therefore be computed by approximat-
ing its direction as that of the soft pion, and parametrizing its
momentum as a linear function of the soft-pionmomentum.
All B0 semileptonic decays withM2

! near zero are consid-
ered to be signal events, including B0 ! D!"X0‘þ!‘

(primary), D!"X0%þ!%; %
þ ! ‘þ!‘ !!% (cascade), and

D!"hþ (misidentified), where h ¼ "; K is misidentified
as a lepton. B0 decays to flavor-insensitive CP eigenstates,
B0 ! D!&DX;D ! ‘)X, and Bþ ! D!"Xþ‘þ!‘ accu-
mulate at M2

! * 0 and are called ‘‘peaking background.’’
The uncorrelated background consists of continuum and
combinatorial B !B events.
We identify charged kaons in the momentum range

0:2< pK < 4 GeV=c with an average efficiency of about
85% and a*3% pion misidentification rate. We determine
the K production point from the intersection of the K track
and the beam spot, and then determine the distance #z
between the ‘þ ""

s and K vertex coordinates along
the beam axis. Finally, we define the proper time difference
#t between the BR and the BT in the ‘‘Lorentz boost
approximation’’ [13], #t ¼ #z=&', where &' ¼ 0:56 is
the average boost of the "ð4SÞ in the laboratory frame.
Since the B mesons are not at rest in the "ð4SÞ rest frame,
and in addition the K is usually produced in the cascade
process BT ! DX, D ! KY, #t is only an approximation
of the actual proper time difference between the BR and the
BT . We reject events if the uncertainty (ð#tÞ exceeds 3 ps.
This selection reduces to a negligible level the contamina-
tion from protons produced in the scattering of primary
particles with the beam pipe or the detector material and
wrongly identified as kaons, which would otherwise con-
stitute a large charge-asymmetric source of background.
We define an event as ‘‘mixed’’ if the K and the ‘ have

the same electric charge and as ‘‘unmixed’’ otherwise. In
about 20% of the cases, the K has the wrong charge
correlation with respect to the BT , and the event is wrongly
defined (mistags).
About 95% of the KR candidates have the same electric

charge as the ‘; they constitute 75% of the mixed event
sample. Because of the small lifetime of theD0 meson, the
separation in space between theKR and the ‘"s production

PRL 111, 101802 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
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101802-4

To describe the !t distributions for KR events, GKR
ð!tÞ,

we select a subsample of data containing fewer than 5%KT

decays and use background-subtracted histograms in our
likelihood functions. As an alternative, we apply the same
selection to the simulation and correct the simulated !t
distribution by the ratio of histograms from data and simu-
lation. The cos!‘K shapes are obtained from the histograms
of the simulated distributions for B "B events. The !t dis-
tribution of continuum events is represented by a decaying
exponential convolved with Gaussians parametrized by
fitting simultaneously the off-peak data.

The rate of events in each bin (j) and for each tagged
sample is then expressed as the sum of the predicted
contributions from peaking events, B "B combinatorial,
and continuum background. Accounting for mistags and
KR events, the peaking B0 contributions to the same-sign
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• Partial reconstruction

⇧ ` and ⇡s from D⇤

• Kaon tag

• Time-dependent fit
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Dilepton analysis strategy

9

• Consider detector e�ciency charge asymmetry a`j for lepton `j , and B+B� con-

tribution rB = NB+B�/NB0B0 :

P±± / (1 ± a`1 ± a`2 ± ACP )�d,

P±⌥ / (1 ± a`1 ⌥ a`2 )(1 � �d + rB)

• Sum of all events, separating `1`2 2 {ee, eµ, µe, µµ}, ordered by p⇤

N±±
`1`2

=
1

2
N0

`1`2
(1 ± a`1 ± a`2 ± ACP )�

`1`2
d ,

N±⌥
`1`2

=
1

2
N0

`1`2
(1 ± a`1 ⌥ a`2 )(1 � �

`1`2
d + rB),

⇧ 16 observables, 13 unknowns.

• High correlations among a`j and ACP .

• ) Use events with single electrons (much purer than muons) to constrain ae.

⇧ asingle = f(ACP , ae) (17th observable).

• Use 16+1 observables in a �2 fit to extract ACP , 4 B0 yields N0
`1`2

, 4 e�ciency

asymmetries a`j , and 4 e↵ective mixing probabilities �`1`2
d .
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Background in dilepton sample

10

R±±
`1`2

⌘
N±±

B;`1`2

N±±
S;`1`2

background-to-signal ratio

under ACP = 0

• Continuum e+e� ! ff̄(�) (f 2 {u, d, s, c, e, µ, ⌧}): o↵-peak data.

• Cascade: one or two leptons from B ! X ! `Y .

• Misidentified lepton.

• Observed events: M±±
`1`2

= N±±
`1`2

/f±±
`1`2

, where f = NS/(NS + NB)
is the signal fraction.

• NS and NB are also functions of ACP

⇧ N±±
S;`1`2

! N±±
S;`1`2

(1±ACP ); N±±
B;`1`2

! N±±
B;`1`2

(1± �`1`2ACP ).

• f = 1±ACP

(1±ACP )+R±±
`1`2

(1±�`1`2ACP )

�`1`2 = (nc � nw)/NB : a dilu-

tion factor. Some same-sign back-

ground (nc) have a right sign for a

true mixed event; some (nw) have
a wrong sign.
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Single electron event charge asymmetry

11

• The only sources of charge asymmetry in real primary electrons from B
semileptonic decay are CP violation in mixing and detector e�ciency
charge asymmetry.

• Observed charge asymmetry in on-peak data:

⇧ a
on

= f(ACP , ae) = ↵+ ��dACP + �ae

⇧ Coe�cients ↵, �, and � are obtained from o↵-peak data, data
control samples (for probabilities of hadrons faking leptons), and
simulation (for various component fractions).
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Event selection

12

• Event shape consistent with a BB decay (⇠ isotropic, � 4 tracks).

• Two tracks with p⇤ > 0.6GeV (or one for single electron sample).

• Consistent with e or µ hypothesis in particle id algorithms.

– Algorithms select "e ⇠ 93% and "µ ⇠ 40%–80%. Probability of
a hadron faking lepton: P(h ! e) < 0.1%, P(h ! µ) ⇠ 1%.

• Veto tracks consistent with from J/ ,  (2S), and photon conversion.

• Other quality and fiducial cuts.

• �t is calculated from the separa-
tion of the two POCAs along the
beam direction and the c.m. boost
factor ⇠ 0.56.

• Require |�t| < 15 ps, ��t < 3 ps.

which is computed from the covariance matrices of the lepton tracks and of the beam spot. We
have checked that the distributions of σtracking

z agree between the data and the simulation, for the
set of cuts used in our analysis.
The event by event ∆z resolution can be calculated analytically from the data, including the error
coming from the method itself which consists in taking the ∆z of the POCAs to the reconstructed
Υ(4s) as the ∆z of the true B vertices.

The drawback of this method is the long computing time, and a much simpler variable can be
used to take into account the error coming from the method. Let’s define s1 and s2 as the positions
of the true B vertices on the axis defined by the leptons tangents at the POCAs, which are chosen
as the origins (see fig. 5). The tracks parameters are the coordinates x0

1,2, y0
1,2 of the two POCAs

s

POCA 2

y

x

Lepton 1 Lepton 2

POCA 1

True B 2 vertexTrue B 1 vertex

s1 s2Beam Spot

Y(4s)

Figure 5: Dilepton event topology in the transverse plane.

in the xy plane, and the track angles φ and θ. Then the event error on ∆z coming from the
method is :

∆∆z1 =
s2

tanθ2
− s1

tanθ1

As the beam in very flat in y, the dispersions of s1,2 are strongly correlated with the cosines
of the φ1,2 angles of the leptons. So the dispersion of ∆∆z1 is strongly correlated to a ’method
variable’ gv, defined as :

gv =

!
(
cosφ1

tanθ1
)2 + (

cosφ2

tanθ2
)2

Figure 6 shows the strong correlation between the average error due to the method and the ’method

16

lepton 1 lepton 2

x

y
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Background suppression 

13

same-sign sample preliminary

Random forest signal score

• Dilepton: 6 variables; random forest learning; to

classify signal, BB background, and continuum.

• Same-sign and opposite-sign samples are trained

separately.
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Background suppression

14

opposite-sign sample

• Dilepton: 6 variables; random forest learning; to

classify signal, BB background, and continuum.

• Same-sign and opposite-sign samples are trained

separately.

preliminary

Random forest signal score
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Background suppression

15

• Single lepton: 8 variables; random forest

learning; classify BB and continuum.

Figure 4: Distributions of variables used in single lepton classifier.

Figure 5: The performance of Random Forest classifier on single electron sample.

29

Figure 4: Distributions of variables used in single lepton classifier.

Figure 5: The performance of Random Forest classifier on single electron sample.

29

Random forest signal score

preliminary
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Final samples

16

continuum

direct e

cascade e

same-sign

opposite-sign

continuum-subtracted dilepton yield

background with real leptons 
!
background with at least one fake lepton 
!
signal

preliminary
preliminary

• 85M single electrons

• Selection optimized to minimize stat. uncertainty.

• 517 k same-sign events; 3196 k opposite-sign events.

• 2.5% continuum background;

35% (8%) BB background in same(opposite)-sign sample.
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Fake lepton correction

17

Table 18: E�ciencies of a pion faking an electron in the D

⇤ control samples. Statistics is
low. (Not enough statistics to fit kaon faking electron).

✏

+

⇡!e(10
�3) ✏

�
⇡!e(10

�3) Asymmetry

Data 0.39± 0.07 0.01± 0.05 0.94± 0.26

MC 0.33± 0.04 0.26± 0.04 0.11± 0.10

Ratio 1.19± 0.26 0.05± 0.21 -

7.3 Dilepton fake component correction

Based on Tables 16 and 17 we can calculate the corrections to the dilepton fake muon645

components in MC samples, as shown in Eq. 41.

w

fake

`± =
X

h=K,⇡,p

fh!`±
✏

data

h!`±

✏

MC

h!`±
, (41)

where fh!`± is the fraction of the fake `

± due to hadron h. So we have

w

fake

µ+ = 0.8307 · (0.854± 0.014) + 0.1616 · (0.463± 0.021) + 0.0076 = 0.792± 0.012(42)

w

fake

µ� = 0.9208 · (0.799± 0.013) + 0.0785 · (0.774± 0.055) + 0.0007 = 0.797± 0.013,(43)

where we have ignored the much smaller uncertainties of fh!`± , and we assume the potential
di↵erence between data and MC in proton can be ignored because of the much smaller proton
contribution in fake leptons.650

For fake electrons, the D

⇤ control sample is not large enough. The ⇡ ! e e�ciency
ratios shown in Table 18 are consistent with those in Table 24 in the next section (single
lepton sample study), but the uncertainties are too big to be useful. So we use ⇡ ! e

e�ciency ratios in Table 24 with 10% errors and assume 50% uncertainty in the rest of the
fake electrons.655

w

fake

e+ = 0.9844 · (1.00± 0.10) + 0.0156 · (1.0± 0.5) = 1.00± 0.10 (44)

w

fake

e� = 0.9700 · (0.55± 0.10) + 0.0300 · (1.0± 0.5) = 0.56± 0.10 (45)

To correct the fake contribution for a particular dilepton sample `

q1
1

`

q2
2

, where q

1

, q

2

2
{+,�}, we use wfake

`q and values in Table 15. We use the symbols f`1 , f`2 , and f`1`2 to denote
the values in Table 15 for track 1, track 2, and both being fake. Using these values, we can
calculate the correction factors for the fake component in dilepton `

q1
1

`

q2
2

:

w

q1q2
`1`2

= (f`1 � f`1`2)w
fake

`
q1
1

+ (f`2 � f`1`2)w
fake

`
q2
2

+ f`1`2w
fake

`
q1
1

w

fake

`
q2
2

. (46)

The numerical results of the correction factors are shown in Table 19.660

37

• ⇠0.1% of electrons and ⇠3% of muons in the dilepton sample are

misidentified hadrons.

• 98% of fake electrons are from pions.

• 87% of fake muons are from pions; 12% from kaons.

• Correct the fake lepton contribution in MC using clean kaon and pion

control samples from D⇤� ! D0⇡�
with D0 ! K+⇡�

, and pion

samples from K0
S ! ⇡+⇡�

.

• Fit for D0
yield before and after muon id is applied to kaon or pion.

• Fit for K0
S yield before and after electron is is applied to pion.

pion
kaon
proton
other

fake e source

⇡

fake μ source

⇡

K
correction factors for

e+, e�, µ+
, µ�

,

wfake
µ+ = 0.792± 0.012

wfake
µ� = 0.797± 0.013

wfake
e+ = 1.00± 0.10

wfake
e� = 0.56± 0.10
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Single electron study

• Raw asymmetries

18

Figure 17: Single electron asymmetry in B

+

B

� as a function of c.m. momentum.

Figure 18: Single electron asymmetry a function of c.m. momentum. All Runs combined

Figure 19: Overall single electron asymmetry per Run, in each sample. Shaded horizontal
bands indicate the overall asymmetry measured in all Runs combined.

42

Figure 20: Charge asymmetry as a function of c.m. frame polar angle cos ✓⇤ in o↵-peak data.

Figure 21: Charge asymmetry as a function of c.m. momentum for direct-real electrons in
BB MC samples, and integrated asymmetry by Runs.

Figure 22: Charge asymmetry as a function of c.m. momentum for cascade-real electrons in
BB MC samples, and integrated asymmetry by Runs.

43

• Large asymmetry in continuum is due to

forward-backward asymmetry in radiative

Bhabha, and asymmetric detector accep-

tance (larger hole in the e� direction in

the c.m. frame).
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Single electron summary
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• Data asymmetry: a
on

= (4.16± 0.14)⇥ 10�3

; a
cont

= (11.1± 1.4)⇥ 10�3

.

• Continuum fraction: f
cont

= (10.315± 0.016)%.

• B0B0

fraction in BB component: fB0 = (48.5± 0.6)%.

• Cascade fractions: fcasc

B0 = (19.778± 0.006)%; fcasc

B± = (15.347± 0.006)%.

• Fake electron in BB component: f fake

B = (1.913± 0.005)⇥ 10�3

,

• Fake electron asymmetry: afakeB = 35%.

• Direct-/cascade-electron asymmetry di↵erence:

�casce ⌘ acasce � adire = (�1.16± 0.25)⇥ 10�3

.

• Cascade lepton mistag: wcasc = (73.77± 0.10)%.

• a
on

� ↵ = ��dACP + �ae :

– a
on

� ↵ = (2.60± 0.20)⇥ 10�3

– ��d = 0.0573± 0.0011

– � = 0.89513± 0.00016
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Event yields

20

The assumptions and simplifications are summarized here.

• On-peak data asymmetry: a
on

= (4.16± 0.14)⇥ 10�3.

• Continuum component asymmetry: a
cont

= (11.1± 1.4)⇥ 10�3.800

• Continuum fraction: f
cont

= (10.315± 0.016)%.

• B

0

B

0 fraction in BB component: fB0 = (48.53± 0.60)%.

• Cascade event fractions: f casc

B0 = (19.778± 0.006)% and f

casc

B± = (15.347± 0.006)%.

• Fake electron in BB component: f

fake

B = (1.913 ± 0.005) ⇥ 10�3, which is calculated
from MC result scaled by data/MC ratio 0.804 (from the first two columns in Table 24).805

• Fake electron asymmetry: afakeB = 35%.

• Di↵erence between direct- and cascade-lepton asymmetries: �

casc

e ⌘ a

casc

e � a

dir

e =
(�1.16± 0.25)⇥ 10�3.

• Cascade lepton mistag: wcasc = (73.77± 0.10)%.

We find, for electron, a

on

� ↵ = (2.60 ± 0.20) ⇥ 10�3, ��d = 0.0573 ± 0.0011, and810

� = 0.89513± 0.00016. We will plug these numbers in dilepton �-square fit in next sections.
The uncertainties on ��d and � have negligible e↵ects on ACP . Therefore, we fix ��d and �

in the nominal fits.

9 �

2 fit

As described in Sec. 2, ACP is obtained from a �

2 fit to 16 continuum-subtracted yields815

(signal plus BB background) subject to a soft constraint described in Sec 8. Other inputs
include the background-to-signal ratios under the condition of ACP = 0 R

±±
`1`2

and R

±⌥
`1`2

, and
same-sign background mixing tagging dilution factors �`1`2 .

The continuum-subtracted yields are shown in Table 29. R’s and �’s are obtained from
BB MC, after correction for the fake lepton contributions (Sec. 7). Their values are shown820

in Tables 30 and 31. R’s and �’s are fixed in the nominal fit.

Table 29: Continuum-subtracted event yields.

`

+

`

+

`

+

`

�
`

�
`

+

`

�
`

�

ee 82303± 320 426296± 783 425309± 782 81586± 323

eµ 55277± 263 384552± 684 378261± 660 55878± 264

µe 67399± 290 467591± 737 475363± 744 67152± 290

µµ 47384± 243 277936± 619 278691± 618 48145± 247

52

• 2.5% continuum background;

35% BB background in same-sign sample;

8% BB background in opposite-sign sample

16 dilepton sample continuum-subtracted yields
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Preliminary fit result
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ae1 ae2 aµ1 aµ2

ACP �0.41 �0.47 �0.54 �0.51
ae1 �0.38 +0.09 +0.39
ae2 +0.46 +0.15
aµ1 +0.43

correlations

Table 30: Background-to-signal ratios (R’s) from BB MC.

`

+

`

+

`

+

`

�
`

�
`

+

`

�
`

�

ee 0.695± 0.003 0.096± 0.001 0.096± 0.001 0.689± 0.003

eµ 0.730± 0.004 0.126± 0.001 0.130± 0.001 0.709± 0.004

µe 0.679± 0.003 0.111± 0.001 0.110± 0.001 0.670± 0.003

µµ 0.766± 0.004 0.137± 0.001 0.139± 0.001 0.741± 0.004

Table 31: Same-sign background mixing tagging dilution factors (�’s) from BB MC.

ee eµ µe µµ

0.0964± 0.0005 0.1198± 0.0005 0.1147± 0.0006 0.1294± 0.0006

The central value of ACP is blinded in the fit. In �

2 calculation, the sign of ACP parameter
may be flipped according a random number and its value shifted by another fixed random
number generated from a Gaussian distribution of zero mean and � = 0.01.840

The parameter �d used in �

2 fit is the ”e↵ective” mixing probability. That is, the selected
mixed events fraction in overall selected events. Because the selection e�ciencies in mixed
and unmixed events are slightly di↵erent due to separate multivariate classifier trainings
(�t distributions are very di↵erent), the e↵ective mixing probability is di↵erent from the
real physical parameter �d. Further more, the e↵ects on electron and muon samples are845

di↵erent because electrons radiate more and have a slightly softer spectrum. Therefore, in
the nominal �2 fit, we let the e↵ective �d float and it is allowed to be di↵erent in the four
flavor combinations ee, eµ, µe, and µµ.

The fit parameters are shown in Table 32 and the correlation matrix is shown in Fig. 29.
The residuals of the 17 �

2 equations are shown in Fig. 30. The resulting �

2 is 6.2 for 4850

degrees of freedom.

Table 32: Parameters of the nominal �2 fit. The value of ACP is after correcting for the
small bias of the fit to generic MC (�1.0± 1.0)⇥ 10�3.

ACP = (�3.9± 3.5)⇥ 10�3

N

0

ee N

0

eµ N

0

µe N

0

µµ

430875± 515 365343± 429 458200± 480 268077± 391

�

ee
d �

eµ
d �

µe
d �

µµ
d

0.2248± 0.0006 0.1769± 0.0006 0.1754± 0.0005 0.2032± 0.0007

ae1 ae2 aµ1 aµ2

0.0034± 0.0006 0.0030± 0.0006 �0.0056± 0.0011 �0.0065± 0.0011

53

preliminary

Figure 29: Correlation matrix of nominal �2 fit.

Figure 30: Normalized residuals of the �2 equations in the nominal fit. The index represents
the 16 yields of e+e+, e+e�, e�e+, e�e�, e+µ+, e+µ�, e�µ+, e�µ�, µ+
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TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties on ACP .

Source (10�3)
Generic MC bias correction 1.04
MC branching fractions 0.43
Fake lepton corrections in dilepton 0.77
Fake e correction in single electron 0.65
Neutral/charged B di↵erence 0.74
Direct-/cascade e asymmetry di↵erence 0.44
Direct-/cascade µ asymmetry di↵erence 0.34
Background-to-signal ratios 0.68
Random forest cut e�ciency 0.08
Total 1.90

tween `

+

`

+ and `

�
`

� samples because the particle iden-442

tification e�ciencies cancel between the background and443

the signal. In the MC sample, they are consistent within444

1�. Varying R

++

`1`2
and R

��
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and R

�+

`1`2
simulta-445

neously in the same direction results in negligible changes446

in ACP . If they are varied independently, the quadratic447

sum of the changes in ACP is larger. We use the latter448

as a systematic uncertainty.449

The random forest output distribution in the data450

could be di↵erent from that in the MC sample. The451

selection e�ciency in the MC BB dilepton events is ap-452

proximately 2% larger than that in the data. We move453

the dilepton random forest selection for the MC sample,454

while keeping data the same, so that the selected MC455

events are reduced by up to 6%. We take the average456

change in ACP as a systematic uncertainty.457

Several other sources of systematic uncertainties are458

studied and found to be negligible. These include the459

overall dilepton signal fraction estimate, the di↵erence460

between on-peak and o↵-peak data due to di↵erent c.m.461

boosts, the continuum component fraction, the probabil-462

ity w

casc

B0 , the neutral-to-charged B ratio, the same-sign463

background dilution factors �`1`2 , and the overall cascade464

event fraction.465

In conclusion, we measure the CP asymmetry ACP =466

(x.x ± 3.5 ± 1.9) ⇥ 10�3 in B

0-B0 mixing using inclu-467

sive dilepton decays. This measurement represents an468

improvement with respect to previous experimental re-469

sults [15, 19], and is consistent with the SM prediction470

and the world average [3]. This result supersedes the471
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2 fit and optimization

As described in Sec. 2, ACP is obtained from a �

2 fit to 16 event yields subject to a soft575

constraint on the electron detection charge asymmetry using the single lepton sample, eight
background-to-signal ratios R

q1q2
`1`2

(in the condition of ACP =0), and four same-sign back-
ground mixing dilution factors �`1`2 . In our fits, we use continuum-subtracted on-peak event
yields as the 16 inputs M q1q2

`1`2
, where q

1

, q

2

2 {+,�}. The continuum contribution is calcu-
lated from the o↵-peak yields multiplied by the integrated luminosity ratios of on- to o↵-peak580

data.

In this section we test the fits using the MC samples. We first use the full BB MC
statistics. The parameters Rq1q2

`1`2
and �`1`2 are taken from the same sample and fixed in the fit.

For the single electron constraint equation, we select the truth matched direct electron from
the single lepton MC sample aMC

e fromB

0

B

0 events, and use the form �a

MC

e = ��dACP+�a

dir

e ,585

where ��d and � are taken from those found in single lepton data sample at a given dilepton
random forest cut (Sec. 8). With this single electron constraint equation we account for the
dependence on ACP and a

dir

e would reduce to a

MC

e when ACP = 0.

We scan the dilepton multivariate classifier output cut from 0.0 to 0.85 at steps of 0.05.
At each cut, we compare the lab momentum spectra of the di-electron signal tracks and the590

single electron sample, and we reweight the single electron sample so that its momentum
spectrum matches that of di-electron one. We then recalculate aMC

e at each cut. The results
are shown in Fig. 11. The minimum uncertainty occurs at RF cut of 0.7; the fit result is
ACP = (�1.00± 1.04)⇥ 10�3.

Figure 11: Fit to BB MC full statistics.

We then increase the yield uncertainties to simulate the situation of fitting to real data.595

The uncertainty of each subsample yield is set to be the quadratic sum of the expected data
yield uncertainty and the expected continuum contribution uncertainty calculated from the
o↵-peak data and the integrated luminosity ratio. The uncertainty of aMC

e is increased by
a factor of 1.7 to account for the fact that the data is only approximately 1/3 of the single
lepton MC sample.600
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TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties on ACP .

Source (10�3)
Generic MC bias correction 1.04
MC branching fractions 0.43
Fake lepton corrections in dilepton 0.77
Fake e correction in single electron 0.65
Neutral/charged B di↵erence 0.74
Direct-/cascade e asymmetry di↵erence 0.44
Direct-/cascade µ asymmetry di↵erence 0.34
Background-to-signal ratios 0.68
Random forest cut e�ciency 0.08
Total 1.90

tween `

+

`

+ and `

�
`

� samples because the particle iden-442

tification e�ciencies cancel between the background and443

the signal. In the MC sample, they are consistent within444

1�. Varying R

++

`1`2
and R

��
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and R

�+

`1`2
simulta-445

neously in the same direction results in negligible changes446

in ACP . If they are varied independently, the quadratic447

sum of the changes in ACP is larger. We use the latter448

as a systematic uncertainty.449

The random forest output distribution in the data450

could be di↵erent from that in the MC sample. The451

selection e�ciency in the MC BB dilepton events is ap-452

proximately 2% larger than that in the data. We move453

the dilepton random forest selection for the MC sample,454

while keeping data the same, so that the selected MC455

events are reduced by up to 6%. We take the average456

change in ACP as a systematic uncertainty.457

Several other sources of systematic uncertainties are458

studied and found to be negligible. These include the459

overall dilepton signal fraction estimate, the di↵erence460

between on-peak and o↵-peak data due to di↵erent c.m.461

boosts, the continuum component fraction, the probabil-462

ity w

casc

B0 , the neutral-to-charged B ratio, the same-sign463

background dilution factors �`1`2 , and the overall cascade464

event fraction.465

In conclusion, we measure the CP asymmetry ACP =466

(x.x ± 3.5 ± 1.9) ⇥ 10�3 in B

0-B0 mixing using inclu-467

sive dilepton decays. This measurement represents an468

improvement with respect to previous experimental re-469

sults [15, 19], and is consistent with the SM prediction470

and the world average [3]. This result supersedes the471

previous BABAR result [4].472
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6 �

2 fit and optimization

As described in Sec. 2, ACP is obtained from a �

2 fit to 16 event yields subject to a soft575

constraint on the electron detection charge asymmetry using the single lepton sample, eight
background-to-signal ratios R

q1q2
`1`2

(in the condition of ACP =0), and four same-sign back-
ground mixing dilution factors �`1`2 . In our fits, we use continuum-subtracted on-peak event
yields as the 16 inputs M q1q2

`1`2
, where q

1

, q

2

2 {+,�}. The continuum contribution is calcu-
lated from the o↵-peak yields multiplied by the integrated luminosity ratios of on- to o↵-peak580

data.

In this section we test the fits using the MC samples. We first use the full BB MC
statistics. The parameters Rq1q2

`1`2
and �`1`2 are taken from the same sample and fixed in the fit.

For the single electron constraint equation, we select the truth matched direct electron from
the single lepton MC sample aMC

e fromB

0

B

0 events, and use the form �a

MC

e = ��dACP+�a

dir

e ,585

where ��d and � are taken from those found in single lepton data sample at a given dilepton
random forest cut (Sec. 8). With this single electron constraint equation we account for the
dependence on ACP and a

dir

e would reduce to a

MC

e when ACP = 0.

We scan the dilepton multivariate classifier output cut from 0.0 to 0.85 at steps of 0.05.
At each cut, we compare the lab momentum spectra of the di-electron signal tracks and the590

single electron sample, and we reweight the single electron sample so that its momentum
spectrum matches that of di-electron one. We then recalculate aMC

e at each cut. The results
are shown in Fig. 11. The minimum uncertainty occurs at RF cut of 0.7; the fit result is
ACP = (�1.00± 1.04)⇥ 10�3.

Figure 11: Fit to BB MC full statistics.

We then increase the yield uncertainties to simulate the situation of fitting to real data.595

The uncertainty of each subsample yield is set to be the quadratic sum of the expected data
yield uncertainty and the expected continuum contribution uncertainty calculated from the
o↵-peak data and the integrated luminosity ratio. The uncertainty of aMC

e is increased by
a factor of 1.7 to account for the fact that the data is only approximately 1/3 of the single
lepton MC sample.600
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uncertainties dominated by BF 
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TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties on ACP .

Source (10�3)
Generic MC bias correction 1.04
MC branching fractions 0.43
Fake lepton corrections in dilepton 0.77
Fake e correction in single electron 0.65
Neutral/charged B di↵erence 0.74
Direct-/cascade e asymmetry di↵erence 0.44
Direct-/cascade µ asymmetry di↵erence 0.34
Background-to-signal ratios 0.68
Random forest cut e�ciency 0.08
Total 1.90

tween `

+

`

+ and `

�
`

� samples because the particle iden-442

tification e�ciencies cancel between the background and443

the signal. In the MC sample, they are consistent within444

1�. Varying R

++

`1`2
and R

��
`1`2

or R+�
`1`2

and R

�+

`1`2
simulta-445

neously in the same direction results in negligible changes446

in ACP . If they are varied independently, the quadratic447

sum of the changes in ACP is larger. We use the latter448

as a systematic uncertainty.449

The random forest output distribution in the data450

could be di↵erent from that in the MC sample. The451

selection e�ciency in the MC BB dilepton events is ap-452

proximately 2% larger than that in the data. We move453

the dilepton random forest selection for the MC sample,454

while keeping data the same, so that the selected MC455

events are reduced by up to 6%. We take the average456

change in ACP as a systematic uncertainty.457

Several other sources of systematic uncertainties are458

studied and found to be negligible. These include the459

overall dilepton signal fraction estimate, the di↵erence460

between on-peak and o↵-peak data due to di↵erent c.m.461

boosts, the continuum component fraction, the probabil-462

ity w

casc

B0 , the neutral-to-charged B ratio, the same-sign463

background dilution factors �`1`2 , and the overall cascade464

event fraction.465

In conclusion, we measure the CP asymmetry ACP =466

(x.x ± 3.5 ± 1.9) ⇥ 10�3 in B

0-B0 mixing using inclu-467

sive dilepton decays. This measurement represents an468

improvement with respect to previous experimental re-469

sults [15, 19], and is consistent with the SM prediction470

and the world average [3]. This result supersedes the471

previous BABAR result [4].472
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6 �

2 fit and optimization

As described in Sec. 2, ACP is obtained from a �

2 fit to 16 event yields subject to a soft575

constraint on the electron detection charge asymmetry using the single lepton sample, eight
background-to-signal ratios R

q1q2
`1`2

(in the condition of ACP =0), and four same-sign back-
ground mixing dilution factors �`1`2 . In our fits, we use continuum-subtracted on-peak event
yields as the 16 inputs M q1q2

`1`2
, where q

1

, q

2

2 {+,�}. The continuum contribution is calcu-
lated from the o↵-peak yields multiplied by the integrated luminosity ratios of on- to o↵-peak580

data.

In this section we test the fits using the MC samples. We first use the full BB MC
statistics. The parameters Rq1q2

`1`2
and �`1`2 are taken from the same sample and fixed in the fit.

For the single electron constraint equation, we select the truth matched direct electron from
the single lepton MC sample aMC

e fromB

0

B

0 events, and use the form �a

MC

e = ��dACP+�a

dir

e ,585

where ��d and � are taken from those found in single lepton data sample at a given dilepton
random forest cut (Sec. 8). With this single electron constraint equation we account for the
dependence on ACP and a

dir

e would reduce to a

MC

e when ACP = 0.

We scan the dilepton multivariate classifier output cut from 0.0 to 0.85 at steps of 0.05.
At each cut, we compare the lab momentum spectra of the di-electron signal tracks and the590

single electron sample, and we reweight the single electron sample so that its momentum
spectrum matches that of di-electron one. We then recalculate aMC

e at each cut. The results
are shown in Fig. 11. The minimum uncertainty occurs at RF cut of 0.7; the fit result is
ACP = (�1.00± 1.04)⇥ 10�3.

Figure 11: Fit to BB MC full statistics.

We then increase the yield uncertainties to simulate the situation of fitting to real data.595

The uncertainty of each subsample yield is set to be the quadratic sum of the expected data
yield uncertainty and the expected continuum contribution uncertainty calculated from the
o↵-peak data and the integrated luminosity ratio. The uncertainty of aMC

e is increased by
a factor of 1.7 to account for the fact that the data is only approximately 1/3 of the single
lepton MC sample.600
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TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties on ACP .
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MC branching fractions 0.43
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Fake e correction in single electron 0.65
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6 �

2 fit and optimization

As described in Sec. 2, ACP is obtained from a �

2 fit to 16 event yields subject to a soft575

constraint on the electron detection charge asymmetry using the single lepton sample, eight
background-to-signal ratios R

q1q2
`1`2

(in the condition of ACP =0), and four same-sign back-
ground mixing dilution factors �`1`2 . In our fits, we use continuum-subtracted on-peak event
yields as the 16 inputs M q1q2

`1`2
, where q

1

, q

2

2 {+,�}. The continuum contribution is calcu-
lated from the o↵-peak yields multiplied by the integrated luminosity ratios of on- to o↵-peak580

data.

In this section we test the fits using the MC samples. We first use the full BB MC
statistics. The parameters Rq1q2

`1`2
and �`1`2 are taken from the same sample and fixed in the fit.

For the single electron constraint equation, we select the truth matched direct electron from
the single lepton MC sample aMC

e fromB

0

B

0 events, and use the form �a

MC

e = ��dACP+�a

dir

e ,585

where ��d and � are taken from those found in single lepton data sample at a given dilepton
random forest cut (Sec. 8). With this single electron constraint equation we account for the
dependence on ACP and a

dir

e would reduce to a

MC

e when ACP = 0.

We scan the dilepton multivariate classifier output cut from 0.0 to 0.85 at steps of 0.05.
At each cut, we compare the lab momentum spectra of the di-electron signal tracks and the590

single electron sample, and we reweight the single electron sample so that its momentum
spectrum matches that of di-electron one. We then recalculate aMC

e at each cut. The results
are shown in Fig. 11. The minimum uncertainty occurs at RF cut of 0.7; the fit result is
ACP = (�1.00± 1.04)⇥ 10�3.

Figure 11: Fit to BB MC full statistics.

We then increase the yield uncertainties to simulate the situation of fitting to real data.595

The uncertainty of each subsample yield is set to be the quadratic sum of the expected data
yield uncertainty and the expected continuum contribution uncertainty calculated from the
o↵-peak data and the integrated luminosity ratio. The uncertainty of aMC

e is increased by
a factor of 1.7 to account for the fact that the data is only approximately 1/3 of the single
lepton MC sample.600

33

Optimized cut1 σ bias

MC

Correction weights are applied to MC 
branching fractions of B semileptonic 
decays, inclusive charm production 
from B decay, and charm 
semileptonic decays, to match PDG. 
Weights vary 0.57—1.32; 
uncertainties dominated by BF 
uncertainties.

Uncertainties in control sample 
efficiency ratios between data and 
MC.
Difference in e charge asymmetry 
between neutral B MC and average 
of neutral and charged B.

preliminary
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6 �

2 fit and optimization

As described in Sec. 2, ACP is obtained from a �

2 fit to 16 event yields subject to a soft575

constraint on the electron detection charge asymmetry using the single lepton sample, eight
background-to-signal ratios R

q1q2
`1`2

(in the condition of ACP =0), and four same-sign back-
ground mixing dilution factors �`1`2 . In our fits, we use continuum-subtracted on-peak event
yields as the 16 inputs M q1q2

`1`2
, where q

1

, q

2

2 {+,�}. The continuum contribution is calcu-
lated from the o↵-peak yields multiplied by the integrated luminosity ratios of on- to o↵-peak580

data.

In this section we test the fits using the MC samples. We first use the full BB MC
statistics. The parameters Rq1q2

`1`2
and �`1`2 are taken from the same sample and fixed in the fit.

For the single electron constraint equation, we select the truth matched direct electron from
the single lepton MC sample aMC

e fromB

0

B

0 events, and use the form �a

MC

e = ��dACP+�a

dir

e ,585

where ��d and � are taken from those found in single lepton data sample at a given dilepton
random forest cut (Sec. 8). With this single electron constraint equation we account for the
dependence on ACP and a

dir

e would reduce to a

MC

e when ACP = 0.

We scan the dilepton multivariate classifier output cut from 0.0 to 0.85 at steps of 0.05.
At each cut, we compare the lab momentum spectra of the di-electron signal tracks and the590

single electron sample, and we reweight the single electron sample so that its momentum
spectrum matches that of di-electron one. We then recalculate aMC

e at each cut. The results
are shown in Fig. 11. The minimum uncertainty occurs at RF cut of 0.7; the fit result is
ACP = (�1.00± 1.04)⇥ 10�3.

Figure 11: Fit to BB MC full statistics.

We then increase the yield uncertainties to simulate the situation of fitting to real data.595

The uncertainty of each subsample yield is set to be the quadratic sum of the expected data
yield uncertainty and the expected continuum contribution uncertainty calculated from the
o↵-peak data and the integrated luminosity ratio. The uncertainty of aMC

e is increased by
a factor of 1.7 to account for the fact that the data is only approximately 1/3 of the single
lepton MC sample.600
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TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties on ACP .

Source (10�3)
Generic MC bias correction 1.04
MC branching fractions 0.43
Fake lepton corrections in dilepton 0.77
Fake e correction in single electron 0.65
Neutral/charged B di↵erence 0.74
Direct-/cascade e asymmetry di↵erence 0.44
Direct-/cascade µ asymmetry di↵erence 0.34
Background-to-signal ratios 0.68
Random forest cut e�ciency 0.08
Total 1.90

tween `

+

`

+ and `

�
`

� samples because the particle iden-442

tification e�ciencies cancel between the background and443

the signal. In the MC sample, they are consistent within444

1�. Varying R

++

`1`2
and R

��
`1`2

or R+�
`1`2

and R

�+

`1`2
simulta-445

neously in the same direction results in negligible changes446

in ACP . If they are varied independently, the quadratic447

sum of the changes in ACP is larger. We use the latter448

as a systematic uncertainty.449

The random forest output distribution in the data450

could be di↵erent from that in the MC sample. The451

selection e�ciency in the MC BB dilepton events is ap-452

proximately 2% larger than that in the data. We move453

the dilepton random forest selection for the MC sample,454

while keeping data the same, so that the selected MC455

events are reduced by up to 6%. We take the average456

change in ACP as a systematic uncertainty.457

Several other sources of systematic uncertainties are458

studied and found to be negligible. These include the459

overall dilepton signal fraction estimate, the di↵erence460

between on-peak and o↵-peak data due to di↵erent c.m.461

boosts, the continuum component fraction, the probabil-462

ity w

casc

B0 , the neutral-to-charged B ratio, the same-sign463

background dilution factors �`1`2 , and the overall cascade464

event fraction.465

In conclusion, we measure the CP asymmetry ACP =466

(x.x ± 3.5 ± 1.9) ⇥ 10�3 in B

0-B0 mixing using inclu-467

sive dilepton decays. This measurement represents an468

improvement with respect to previous experimental re-469

sults [15, 19], and is consistent with the SM prediction470

and the world average [3]. This result supersedes the471

previous BABAR result [4].472
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6 �

2 fit and optimization

As described in Sec. 2, ACP is obtained from a �

2 fit to 16 event yields subject to a soft575

constraint on the electron detection charge asymmetry using the single lepton sample, eight
background-to-signal ratios R

q1q2
`1`2

(in the condition of ACP =0), and four same-sign back-
ground mixing dilution factors �`1`2 . In our fits, we use continuum-subtracted on-peak event
yields as the 16 inputs M q1q2

`1`2
, where q

1

, q

2

2 {+,�}. The continuum contribution is calcu-
lated from the o↵-peak yields multiplied by the integrated luminosity ratios of on- to o↵-peak580

data.

In this section we test the fits using the MC samples. We first use the full BB MC
statistics. The parameters Rq1q2

`1`2
and �`1`2 are taken from the same sample and fixed in the fit.

For the single electron constraint equation, we select the truth matched direct electron from
the single lepton MC sample aMC

e fromB

0

B

0 events, and use the form �a

MC

e = ��dACP+�a

dir

e ,585

where ��d and � are taken from those found in single lepton data sample at a given dilepton
random forest cut (Sec. 8). With this single electron constraint equation we account for the
dependence on ACP and a

dir

e would reduce to a

MC

e when ACP = 0.

We scan the dilepton multivariate classifier output cut from 0.0 to 0.85 at steps of 0.05.
At each cut, we compare the lab momentum spectra of the di-electron signal tracks and the590

single electron sample, and we reweight the single electron sample so that its momentum
spectrum matches that of di-electron one. We then recalculate aMC

e at each cut. The results
are shown in Fig. 11. The minimum uncertainty occurs at RF cut of 0.7; the fit result is
ACP = (�1.00± 1.04)⇥ 10�3.

Figure 11: Fit to BB MC full statistics.

We then increase the yield uncertainties to simulate the situation of fitting to real data.595

The uncertainty of each subsample yield is set to be the quadratic sum of the expected data
yield uncertainty and the expected continuum contribution uncertainty calculated from the
o↵-peak data and the integrated luminosity ratio. The uncertainty of aMC

e is increased by
a factor of 1.7 to account for the fact that the data is only approximately 1/3 of the single
lepton MC sample.600
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TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties on ACP .

Source (10�3)
Generic MC bias correction 1.04
MC branching fractions 0.43
Fake lepton corrections in dilepton 0.77
Fake e correction in single electron 0.65
Neutral/charged B di↵erence 0.74
Direct-/cascade e asymmetry di↵erence 0.44
Direct-/cascade µ asymmetry di↵erence 0.34
Background-to-signal ratios 0.68
Random forest cut e�ciency 0.08
Total 1.90
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and R
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simulta-445

neously in the same direction results in negligible changes446

in ACP . If they are varied independently, the quadratic447

sum of the changes in ACP is larger. We use the latter448

as a systematic uncertainty.449

The random forest output distribution in the data450

could be di↵erent from that in the MC sample. The451

selection e�ciency in the MC BB dilepton events is ap-452

proximately 2% larger than that in the data. We move453

the dilepton random forest selection for the MC sample,454

while keeping data the same, so that the selected MC455

events are reduced by up to 6%. We take the average456

change in ACP as a systematic uncertainty.457

Several other sources of systematic uncertainties are458

studied and found to be negligible. These include the459

overall dilepton signal fraction estimate, the di↵erence460

between on-peak and o↵-peak data due to di↵erent c.m.461

boosts, the continuum component fraction, the probabil-462

ity w

casc

B0 , the neutral-to-charged B ratio, the same-sign463

background dilution factors �`1`2 , and the overall cascade464

event fraction.465

In conclusion, we measure the CP asymmetry ACP =466

(x.x ± 3.5 ± 1.9) ⇥ 10�3 in B

0-B0 mixing using inclu-467

sive dilepton decays. This measurement represents an468

improvement with respect to previous experimental re-469

sults [15, 19], and is consistent with the SM prediction470

and the world average [3]. This result supersedes the471

previous BABAR result [4].472
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TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties on ACP .

Source (10�3)
Generic MC bias correction 1.04
MC branching fractions 0.43
Fake lepton corrections in dilepton 0.77
Fake e correction in single electron 0.65
Neutral/charged B di↵erence 0.74
Direct-/cascade e asymmetry di↵erence 0.44
Direct-/cascade µ asymmetry di↵erence 0.34
Background-to-signal ratios 0.68
Random forest cut e�ciency 0.08
Total 1.90

tween `

+

`

+ and `

�
`

� samples because the particle iden-442

tification e�ciencies cancel between the background and443

the signal. In the MC sample, they are consistent within444

1�. Varying R

++

`1`2
and R

��
`1`2

or R+�
`1`2

and R

�+

`1`2
simulta-445

neously in the same direction results in negligible changes446

in ACP . If they are varied independently, the quadratic447

sum of the changes in ACP is larger. We use the latter448

as a systematic uncertainty.449

The random forest output distribution in the data450

could be di↵erent from that in the MC sample. The451

selection e�ciency in the MC BB dilepton events is ap-452

proximately 2% larger than that in the data. We move453

the dilepton random forest selection for the MC sample,454

while keeping data the same, so that the selected MC455

events are reduced by up to 6%. We take the average456

change in ACP as a systematic uncertainty.457

Several other sources of systematic uncertainties are458

studied and found to be negligible. These include the459

overall dilepton signal fraction estimate, the di↵erence460

between on-peak and o↵-peak data due to di↵erent c.m.461

boosts, the continuum component fraction, the probabil-462

ity w

casc

B0 , the neutral-to-charged B ratio, the same-sign463

background dilution factors �`1`2 , and the overall cascade464

event fraction.465

In conclusion, we measure the CP asymmetry ACP =466

(x.x ± 3.5 ± 1.9) ⇥ 10�3 in B

0-B0 mixing using inclu-467

sive dilepton decays. This measurement represents an468

improvement with respect to previous experimental re-469

sults [15, 19], and is consistent with the SM prediction470

and the world average [3]. This result supersedes the471

previous BABAR result [4].472
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6 �

2 fit and optimization

As described in Sec. 2, ACP is obtained from a �

2 fit to 16 event yields subject to a soft575

constraint on the electron detection charge asymmetry using the single lepton sample, eight
background-to-signal ratios R

q1q2
`1`2

(in the condition of ACP =0), and four same-sign back-
ground mixing dilution factors �`1`2 . In our fits, we use continuum-subtracted on-peak event
yields as the 16 inputs M q1q2

`1`2
, where q

1

, q

2

2 {+,�}. The continuum contribution is calcu-
lated from the o↵-peak yields multiplied by the integrated luminosity ratios of on- to o↵-peak580

data.

In this section we test the fits using the MC samples. We first use the full BB MC
statistics. The parameters Rq1q2

`1`2
and �`1`2 are taken from the same sample and fixed in the fit.

For the single electron constraint equation, we select the truth matched direct electron from
the single lepton MC sample aMC

e fromB

0

B

0 events, and use the form �a

MC

e = ��dACP+�a

dir

e ,585

where ��d and � are taken from those found in single lepton data sample at a given dilepton
random forest cut (Sec. 8). With this single electron constraint equation we account for the
dependence on ACP and a

dir

e would reduce to a

MC

e when ACP = 0.

We scan the dilepton multivariate classifier output cut from 0.0 to 0.85 at steps of 0.05.
At each cut, we compare the lab momentum spectra of the di-electron signal tracks and the590

single electron sample, and we reweight the single electron sample so that its momentum
spectrum matches that of di-electron one. We then recalculate aMC

e at each cut. The results
are shown in Fig. 11. The minimum uncertainty occurs at RF cut of 0.7; the fit result is
ACP = (�1.00± 1.04)⇥ 10�3.

Figure 11: Fit to BB MC full statistics.

We then increase the yield uncertainties to simulate the situation of fitting to real data.595

The uncertainty of each subsample yield is set to be the quadratic sum of the expected data
yield uncertainty and the expected continuum contribution uncertainty calculated from the
o↵-peak data and the integrated luminosity ratio. The uncertainty of aMC

e is increased by
a factor of 1.7 to account for the fact that the data is only approximately 1/3 of the single
lepton MC sample.600
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Optimized cut1 σ bias

MC

Correction weights are applied to MC 
branching fractions of B semileptonic 
decays, inclusive charm production 
from B decay, and charm 
semileptonic decays, to match PDG. 
Weights vary 0.57—1.32; 
uncertainties dominated by BF 
uncertainties.

Uncertainties in control sample 
efficiency ratios between data and 
MC.
Difference in e charge asymmetry 
between neutral B MC and average 
of neutral and charged B.
Lower momentum leptons have a 
lower charge asymmetry: 
!
!
!
!
Check systematic by setting 

acasce � adire = (�1.16± 0.25)⇥ 10�3 (MC)
ae2 � ae1 = (�0.4± 0.7)⇥ 10�3 (Data)
acascµ � adirµ = (�0.47± 0.28)⇥ 10�3 (MC)
aµ2 � aµ1 = (�0.9± 1.2)⇥ 10�3 (Data)

acasc = adir

Real lepton portion of B/S ratios for

`+`+ and `�`� should be the same be-

cause e�ciencies cancel. Systematics

small. Relaxing this condition, allowing

them to be di↵erent, vary them over MC

statistics.

Vary cut in MC so the MC yields 
vary around data yields. Changing 
this cut affects B/S ratio 
calculation and in turn affects ACP.

preliminary
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preliminary

(2.3± 2.6)⇥ 10�3
B0-only average


(HFAG Spring’14):

(�
4.
8
±

4.
8)

⇥
10

�
3

Click to next page for updated average

• We measure ACP in B0
-B0

mixing

using dilepton events from the full

BABAR dataset 471⇥106 BB pairs.

• ACP = (�3.9± 3.5± 1.9)⇥ 10�3
.

• Competitive and complementary to

similar measurements at hadron

colliders.

• Consistent with the Standard

Model.
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preliminary

(0.3± 2.3)⇥ 10�3
B0-only average

(+new BABAR):
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8
±

4.
8)

⇥
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�
3

(unofficial)

• We measure ACP in B0
-B0

mixing

using dilepton events from the full

BABAR dataset 471⇥106 BB pairs.

• ACP = (�3.9± 3.5± 1.9)⇥ 10�3
.

• Competitive and complementary to

similar measurements at hadron

colliders.

• Consistent with the Standard

Model.
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Study of CP asymmetry in B0
-B0

mixing with inclusive dilepton events1

The BABAR Collaboration2

DILEPTON EVENT YIELDS3

The probability of a neutral B pair producing a same-sign or opposite-sign dilepton pair through two semileptonic4

B decays is5

P±±(�t) / e��|�t||q/p|⌥2[cosh(���t/2)� cos(�m�t)] (1)

P±⌥(�t) / e��|�t|[cosh(���t/2) + cos(�m�t)]. (2)

The asymmetry of the same-sign event6

ACP =
P(�t)++ � P(�t)��

P(�t)++ + P(�t)�� =
|p/q|2 � |q/p|2

|p/q|2 + |q/p|2 . (3)

At the limit of ACP ⌧ 1, we have |q/p|⌥2 = (1 ± ACP ). Integrating over �t, we have P±± / (1 ± ACP )�d and7

P±⌥ / (1 � �d), where �d is the integrated mixing probability. Next, we consider the charge asymmetry of the8

reconstruction e�ciency a`j = (✏+`j � ✏�`j )/(✏
+

`j
+ ✏�`j ) for lepton `j . For each lepton, a factor of (1 ± a`j ) is included,9

depending on its charge. Since we do not separate charged B and neutral B, and B+B� events do not mix and10

always produce opposite-sign lepton pairs, we add a term rB to P±⌥, where rB is the ratio of B+B� to B0B0 events.11

Therefore, we can write12

P±± / (1± a`1 ± a`2 ±ACP )�d, (4)

P±⌥ / (1± a`1 ⌥ a`2)(1� �d + rB), (5)

where we have used a`j ⌧ 1.13

We then sum over all BB events and let N0

`1`2
be the total time-integrated B0B0 dilepton signal yield for one of14

the four lepton flavor combinations `
1

`
2

2 {ee, eµ, µe, µµ}. we obtain the dilepton signal event yields15

N±±
`1`2

=
1

2
N0

`1`2(1± a`1 ± a`2 ±ACP )�
`1`2
d , (6)

N±⌥
`1`2

=
1

2
N0

`1`2(1± a`1 ⌥ a`2)(1� �`1`2
d + rB), (7)

where �`1`2
d is the e↵ective mixing probability after considering the slight di↵erence between the same-sign and the16

opposite-sign event selection e�ciencies. We also change the interpretation of a`j from the change asymmetry of17

individual `j to the average charge asymmetry of `j over its momentum spectrum.18

The measured events in data contains background, M±±
`1`2

= N±±
`1`2

/f±±
`1`2

, where f = NS/(NS + NB) is the signal19

fraction. We estimate the signal NS and the background NB from the simulation. However, if ACP is non-zero in20

data, NS and NB will be incorrect since the simulation assumes ACP = 0. So the same-sign signal yield should be21

parameterized as N±±
S;`1`2

(1±ACP ). For the same-sign background, some events have the lepton pair charge consistent22

with begin from a mixed B0B0 or B0B0 pari decay, for example, B0 ! `+X and the other B0 ! D+D� with23

D+ ! `+Y . Some have a pair of the wrong charge, for example, both B0 ! D0⇡+ with D0 ! `�X. Therefore, the24

background same-sign event yield can be parameterized as N±±
B;`1`2

(1± �`1`2ACP ), where �`1`2 is a dilution factor.25

Using these parameterizations, and letting the background-to-signal ratio under the condition ACP = 0 be R±±
`1`2

=26

N±±
B;`1`2

/N±±
S;`1`2

, we can express the same-sign event yield as27

M±±
`1`2

=
1

2

⇣
N0

`1`2(1± a`1 ± a`2 ±ACP )�
`1`2
d

⌘ (1±ACP ) +R±±
`1`2

(1± �`1`2ACP )

1±ACP
(8)

=
1

2
N0

`1`2(1± a`1 ± a`2)[1±ACP +R±±
`1`2

(1± �`1`2ACP )]�
`1`2
d (9)

=
1

2
N0

`1`2(1± a`1 ± a`2)[1 +R±±
`1`2

± (1 + �`1`2R
±±
`1`2

)ACP ]�
`1`2
d (10)

=
1

2
N0

`1`2(1 +R±±
`1`2

)
h
1± a`1 ± a`2 ±

1 + �`1`2R
±±
`1`2

1 +R±±
`1`2

ACP

i
�`1`2
d . (11)

• Continuum e+e� ! ff̄(�) (f 2 {u, d, s, c, e, µ, ⌧}): o↵-peak data.

• Cascade: one or two leptons from B ! X ! `Y .

• Misidentified lepton.

• Observed events: M±±
`1`2

= N±±
`1`2

/f±±
`1`2

, where f = NS/(NS + NB)
is the signal fraction.

• If ACP 6= 0, NS and NB from simulation are not correct.

– N±±
S;`1`2

! N±±
S;`1`2

(1±ACP ); N±±
B;`1`2

! N±±
B;`1`2

(1± �`1`2ACP ).

R±±
`1`2

⌘
N±±

B;`1`2

N±±
S;`1`2

under ACP = 0
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Table 6: Numbers of selected dilepton events before multivariate selection. O↵-peak data is
weighted by luminosity. MC is weighted by luminosity and other factors. See text.

Data Sample ee eµ µe µµ Sum

OnPeak same sign 1635 k 1095 k 1326 k 959 k 5015 k

opposite sign 5245 k 3141 k 4015 k 2688 k 15089 k

O↵Peak (weighted) same sign 194 k 155 k 177 k 184 k 710 k

opposite sign 1018 k 469 k 596 k 532 k 2616 k

Signal MC (weighted) same sign 214 k 132 k 175 k 111 k 631 k

opposite sign 2180 k 1380 k 1827 k 1130 k 6516 k

BB bkg. no fake (weighted) same sign 1182 k 632 k 875 k 481 k 3171 k

opposite sign 2105 k 1137 k 1559 k 871 k 5672 k

BB bkg. � 1 fake (weighted) same sign 11 k 183 k 94 k 197 k 486 k

opposite sign 16 k 254 k 147 k 281 k 698 k

Table 7: Numbers of selected dilepton events after multivariate selection (> 0.7. See Sec. 5).
O↵-peak data is weighted by luminosity. MC is weighted by luminosity and other factors.
See text.

Data Sample ee eµ µe µµ Sum

OnPeak same sign 168 k 114 k 138 k 98 k 517 k

opposite sign 886 k 776 k 957 k 576 k 3196 k

O↵Peak (weighted) same sign 4 k 3 k 3 k 2 k 12 k

opposite sign 35 k 13 k 14 k 19 k 82 k

Signal MC (weighted) same sign 98 k 66 k 83 k 56 k 303 k

opposite sign 789 k 696 k 884 k 512 k 2882 k

BB bkg. no fake (weighted) same sign 67 k 38 k 50 k 30 k 185 k

opposite sign 75 k 62 k 79 k 42 k 258 k

BB bkg. � 1 fake (weighted) same sign 0.7 k 9.9 k 5.9 k 11.8 k 28.3 k

opposite sign 1.2 k 27.0 k 18.6 k 28.3 k 75.1 k

19

Table 8: Numbers of selected single lepton events before and after (> 0.5, see Sec. 5) multi-
variate selection. O↵-peak data is weighted by luminosity. BB MC is weighted by luminosity
and other factors. See text.

Sample e (before) µ (before) e (after) µ (after)

OnPeak 136741 k 106759 k 85230 k 62289 k

Continuum (weighted O↵Peak) 45808 k 42988 k 11343 k 10208 k

BB MC signal (weighted) 66070 k 45945 k 54088 k 37839 k

BB MC bkg. (weighted) 25544 k 20494 k 20944 k 16817 k

4 Monte Carlo event weighting425

Each Monte Carlo event is first assigned a luminosity weight, ie., the ratio of the on-peak
integrated luminosity to the equivalent luminosity of that MC sample (Table 4). Since the
dilepton sample includes both R24f and R26b releases and single lepton sample only uses
R24f, the luminosity weights for dilepton events are based on sum of the two equivalent
luminosities in the two releases, and for single lepton events the weights are based on only430

the R24f equivalent luminosities.

To correct the known issues in generic BB samples, we assign two additional weights.
The detail is described in the following subsections. The total event weight is the product
of all relevant weights.

4.1 �t event weighting435

The BB generic MC samples are generated with outdated lifetimes and oscillation frequency.
The generator values and the world averages (PDG 2011) are shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Lifetimes and mixing values used in Monte Carlo generator and world averages
(PDG 2011).

⌧

0

B (ps) �m (ps�1) ⌧

±
B (ps) �d

PDG 1.519± 0.007 0.507± 0.004 1.641± 0.008 0.1875± 0.0020

MC 1.541 0.489 1.674 0.1811

For charged B events, we slightly adjust �t, not assigning weights. The idea is to shift
the true �t so that the distribution is an exponential decay with a lifetime ⌧

PDG

B± . We
then apply the same amount of shift to the measured �t. The amount of shift ��t =440

�t

true

(⌧PDG

B± /⌧

MC

B± � 1).

For neutral B events. It is more complicated. We first shift the true �t so that the
oscillation distribution follows the oscillation function (1 ± cos(�m

PDG�t

true

)). That is,
�t

0 = �t

true

�m

MC

/�m

PDG and ��t = �t

0��t

true

. We then assign weights so that the decay

20

Table 8: Numbers of selected single lepton events before and after (> 0.5, see Sec. 5) multi-
variate selection. O↵-peak data is weighted by luminosity. BB MC is weighted by luminosity
and other factors. See text.

Sample e (before) µ (before) e (after) µ (after)

OnPeak 136741 k 106759 k 85230 k 62289 k

Continuum (weighted O↵Peak) 45808 k 42988 k 11343 k 10208 k

BB MC signal (weighted) 66070 k 45945 k 54088 k 37839 k

BB MC bkg. (weighted) 25544 k 20494 k 20944 k 16817 k

4 Monte Carlo event weighting425

Each Monte Carlo event is first assigned a luminosity weight, ie., the ratio of the on-peak
integrated luminosity to the equivalent luminosity of that MC sample (Table 4). Since the
dilepton sample includes both R24f and R26b releases and single lepton sample only uses
R24f, the luminosity weights for dilepton events are based on sum of the two equivalent
luminosities in the two releases, and for single lepton events the weights are based on only430

the R24f equivalent luminosities.

To correct the known issues in generic BB samples, we assign two additional weights.
The detail is described in the following subsections. The total event weight is the product
of all relevant weights.

4.1 �t event weighting435

The BB generic MC samples are generated with outdated lifetimes and oscillation frequency.
The generator values and the world averages (PDG 2011) are shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Lifetimes and mixing values used in Monte Carlo generator and world averages
(PDG 2011).

⌧

0

B (ps) �m (ps�1) ⌧

±
B (ps) �d

PDG 1.519± 0.007 0.507± 0.004 1.641± 0.008 0.1875± 0.0020

MC 1.541 0.489 1.674 0.1811

For charged B events, we slightly adjust �t, not assigning weights. The idea is to shift
the true �t so that the distribution is an exponential decay with a lifetime ⌧

PDG

B± . We
then apply the same amount of shift to the measured �t. The amount of shift ��t =440

�t

true

(⌧PDG

B± /⌧

MC

B± � 1).

For neutral B events. It is more complicated. We first shift the true �t so that the
oscillation distribution follows the oscillation function (1 ± cos(�m

PDG�t

true

)). That is,
�t

0 = �t

true

�m

MC

/�m

PDG and ��t = �t

0��t

true

. We then assign weights so that the decay
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single electron sample
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E Lepton particle identification algorithms

E.1 Electron

eKMVeryTight

E.2 Muon

muBDTVeryTightFakeRate1120

F D

⇤ control sample fake lepton yield fits

Figure 53: Data D

⇤ control sample D0 yield fits. Top: K+. Bottom: K�. Left: before muon
PID. Right: after muon PID.
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Figure 54: MC D

⇤ control sample D

0 yield fits. Top: K+. Bottom: K�. Left: before muon
PID. Right: after muon PID.

Figure 55: Data D

⇤ control sample D

0 yield fits. Top: ⇡+. Bottom: ⇡�. Left: before muon
PID. Right: after muon PID.
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Figure 54: MC D

⇤ control sample D

0 yield fits. Top: K+. Bottom: K�. Left: before muon
PID. Right: after muon PID.

Figure 55: Data D

⇤ control sample D

0 yield fits. Top: ⇡+. Bottom: ⇡�. Left: before muon
PID. Right: after muon PID.
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Figure 56: MC D

⇤ control sample D

0 yield fits. Top: ⇡

+. Bottom: ⇡�. Left: before muon
PID. Right: after muon PID.

Figure 57: Data D

⇤ control sample D

0 yield fits. Top: ⇡

+. Bottom: ⇡

�. Left: before
electron PID. Right: after electron PID.
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K+

K�

⇡�

⇡+

before after before after

before after before after

K+

K�

⇡�

⇡+

Data MC
wfake

µ+ = 0.792± 0.012

wfake
µ� = 0.797± 0.013
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Data

MC

before after
KS sample is larger then D* sample but does not cover the high end of the 
dilepton spectrum. So, larger systematic uncertainty on the correction factors.

wfake
e+ = 1.00± 0.10

wfake
e� = 0.56± 0.10
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The assumptions and simplifications are summarized here.

• On-peak data asymmetry: a
on

= (4.16± 0.14)⇥ 10�3.

• Continuum component asymmetry: a
cont

= (11.1± 1.4)⇥ 10�3.800

• Continuum fraction: f
cont

= (10.315± 0.016)%.

• B

0

B

0 fraction in BB component: fB0 = (48.53± 0.60)%.

• Cascade event fractions: f casc

B0 = (19.778± 0.006)% and f

casc

B± = (15.347± 0.006)%.

• Fake electron in BB component: f

fake

B = (1.913 ± 0.005) ⇥ 10�3, which is calculated
from MC result scaled by data/MC ratio 0.804 (from the first two columns in Table 24).805

• Fake electron asymmetry: afakeB = 35%.

• Di↵erence between direct- and cascade-lepton asymmetries: �

casc

e ⌘ a

casc

e � a

dir

e =
(�1.16± 0.25)⇥ 10�3.

• Cascade lepton mistag: wcasc = (73.77± 0.10)%.

We find, for electron, a

on

� ↵ = (2.60 ± 0.20) ⇥ 10�3, ��d = 0.0573 ± 0.0011, and810

� = 0.89513± 0.00016. We will plug these numbers in dilepton �-square fit in next sections.
The uncertainties on ��d and � have negligible e↵ects on ACP . Therefore, we fix ��d and �

in the nominal fits.

9 �

2 fit

As described in Sec. 2, ACP is obtained from a �

2 fit to 16 continuum-subtracted yields815

(signal plus BB background) subject to a soft constraint described in Sec 8. Other inputs
include the background-to-signal ratios under the condition of ACP = 0 R

±±
`1`2

and R

±⌥
`1`2

, and
same-sign background mixing tagging dilution factors �`1`2 .

The continuum-subtracted yields are shown in Table 29. R’s and �’s are obtained from
BB MC, after correction for the fake lepton contributions (Sec. 7). Their values are shown820

in Tables 30 and 31. R’s and �’s are fixed in the nominal fit.

Table 29: Continuum-subtracted event yields.

`

+

`

+

`

+

`

�
`

�
`

+

`

�
`

�

ee 82303± 320 426296± 783 425309± 782 81586± 323

eµ 55277± 263 384552± 684 378261± 660 55878± 264

µe 67399± 290 467591± 737 475363± 744 67152± 290

µµ 47384± 243 277936± 619 278691± 618 48145± 247
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Table 30: Background-to-signal ratios (R’s) from BB MC.

`

+

`

+

`

+

`

�
`

�
`

+

`

�
`

�

ee 0.695± 0.003 0.096± 0.001 0.096± 0.001 0.689± 0.003

eµ 0.730± 0.004 0.126± 0.001 0.130± 0.001 0.709± 0.004

µe 0.679± 0.003 0.111± 0.001 0.110± 0.001 0.670± 0.003

µµ 0.766± 0.004 0.137± 0.001 0.139± 0.001 0.741± 0.004

Table 31: Same-sign background mixing tagging dilution factors (�’s) from BB MC.

ee eµ µe µµ

0.0964± 0.0005 0.1198± 0.0005 0.1147± 0.0006 0.1294± 0.0006

The central value of ACP is blinded in the fit. In �

2 calculation, the sign of ACP parameter
may be flipped according a random number and its value shifted by another fixed random
number generated from a Gaussian distribution of zero mean and � = 0.01.

The parameter �d used in �

2 fit is the ”e↵ective” mixing probability. That is, the selected825

mixed events fraction in overall selected events. Because the selection e�ciencies in mixed
and unmixed events are slightly di↵erent due to separate multivariate classifier trainings
(�t distributions are very di↵erent), the e↵ective mixing probability is di↵erent from the
real physical parameter �d. Further more, the e↵ects on electron and muon samples are
di↵erent because electrons radiate more and have a slightly softer spectrum. Therefore, in830

the nominal �2 fit, we let the e↵ective �d float and it is allowed to be di↵erent in the four
flavor combinations ee, eµ, µe, and µµ.

The fit parameters are shown in Table 32 and the correlation matrix is shown in Fig. 29.
The residuals of the 17 �

2 equations are shown in Fig. 30. The resulting �

2 is 6.2 for 4
degrees of freedom.835

Table 32: Parameters of the nominal �2 fit.

ACP = (x.x± 3.5)⇥ 10�3

N

0

ee N

0

eµ N

0

µe N

0

µµ

430875± 515 365343± 429 458200± 480 268077± 391

�

ee
d �

eµ
d �

µe
d �

µµ
d

0.2248± 0.0006 0.1769± 0.0006 0.1754± 0.0005 0.2032± 0.0007

ae1 ae2 aµ1 aµ2

0.0034± 0.0006 0.0030± 0.0006 �0.0056± 0.0011 �0.0065± 0.0011
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• 2.5% continuum background;

35% BB background in same-sign sample;

8% BB background in opposite-sign sample

16 dilepton sample continuum-subtracted yields

Background-to-signal ratios from MC 


